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To gain an appreciation for the actual sizes
of obiects in our sotar system, and as a
reference point for future activities, students
work together to make a scale model of the
solar system.

The studearts

l ' I" r.u'.* the components of our solar systpm

[l' draw and cut out planets and the Moon for
a class solar system model

, 'B+ compare the sizes of the planets, Moon,
and  Sun
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Our solar sysfem consists of a sfar-the
Sun-and the objects that orbit around it.
The solar system includes the Sun, moons,
planets, dwarf planets, comets, meteoroids,
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and asteroids. The largest and most important
parts of the solar system are the Sun and the
pLan ets.

In August 2006, the lnternationat
Astronomical Union ( lAU) adopted a new
definit ion of a planet. The new definit ion is
based on three criteria: the objffifr$
rbs-S[n ; (2) i s T g:lJ v e_ : t o g.s-].]_,t lE !. il: -cj*ilyr,nal(e5.!I aEguru_e_*[e3|y (Qun0 snaps; and
G) clqqf:.the jf9.1"l1"1yhjc.hj!*grpjts As a
result,  our solar system is now recognized as
having only eight ptanets, not nine. Pluto is
now classif ied as a dwarf planet.

Stud ents often have misconceptions
concerning the relat ive sizes of the major
components of the solar system. The Sun is
about 1oo t imes the diameter of the Earth and
makes up more than 99 percent of the solar
syste m's m atter.

Scale models such as the one made in this
activi ty are a usefuI way of comparing objects
that are too big and too far away for direct
studv.

Ask, What is a solar system?

Write solar sfsfem er+4hcbe€fd. To motivate
studen-il, astJf-tfre Earth were not much
larger than a pea, how big would the rest
of our solar system be?

Write sfdr on the board and ask, lf a solar
system consists of a star and the obiects
that travel around iL what is a star?

Ask, What do we call the star in our solar
system? What are the objects that travel
around the star in our sotar svstem?

Add i t iona t  In fo rmat lon

Make sure that students understand that a
solar system consists of a star and the
objects that travel around it.

Students will have nany different ideas of
how large our solar system is, relative to a
pea. For now, just allow them to speculate.

While students can identify stars in the sky,
thev mav not know that stars are huae self-
Iuminous bolls of hvdroaen and helium aas.
The North Star and most of the other do{s of
light they see in the sky are stars.

Students will know that our star is colled the
Sun. Our solar system consists of the central
Sun, the planets that orbit it, and their
moons. They may also mention ob jects such
as dwarf planets, comets, meteoroids, and
asteroids.

V Activity Sheet 3

How Big Are the Planets?
t. use the chartbelowro idanlii,earh padotyom(ti5i{lairstem moo.,.

2, DEwand labcl nodel dilmeterlln.s to shM rhe.etativ. stz6 ofthe rla..ts. ptuto. and
Eanhb Moon rron brgrst ro sma[en,
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Addi t iona t  In fo rmat ion

Students may know that a plonet is not self-
luminous and may be composed of rock or
gas. AIso, planets orbit a star while stars and
moons do not. Moons orbit Planets.

: S { \ i '

I M. eg *ry .nuq(Jl'..rnfrr.tf
gLobe to one student ano a ta{€€!-fo€tr Dall ro
another and tel l  them to demonstrate an
orbit .

Explain that an orbit is the path followed by
an object as it revolves around another body.
Ask, What shape is an orbi! generalty? Students may know that orbits are generally

:r::'ti: :?y? 1::'?:: :tti:.':i:t' ...
Students should be led to realize that the

Write planet orrth*hor&and**k, What is a
ptanet? How is it different from a star or a
moon?

Ask, What are our solar systemb largest
and most important components? largest and most important components of

the solar system are the Sun and planets.

Ask, What are the names of the planeG in Students may know that the planets are
o-u^r-gqlar system? Write the names on the Mercurv Venus. Eglth. Mars, lupiter, Satqln,
Sffi'under "Solar System" as students U_lanu, and Neptqne.
answer. 

X
Add the Sun, the Moon, and Ptutotothe end / Explain thatthe Moon is not a planet
of the list. / because it orbits the Earth, not a star. Even

u f * though it is not very important in the
-ei.* *" work'ings of the so[ar system (and other

. o4'.o planets also have moons), we will include
Q'- d ^{ ^ our Moon in our list because it is impoftant

o -<L'^f, to events that occur on Earth.
Y - )

Nor is Pluto now considered a true planet. It
was reclassified as a dwarf planet in zoo5.

Ask, How large do you think each of these These predictions are only for comparison
parts of the solar system is in comparison with actual relative sizes later, so any
with the Earth? Two times? Ten times? answers are acceptable.
Record student predict ions beside the planet
n r  n i hp  r  hndv

Next, tel l  students that will create a
*f a scale model that shows the relative
sizes of the planets that make up the sotar
system. (See Figure 3-t for actual and model
sizes.) Ask, Why might scientists use scate
modets to help them study astronomy?

Students should realize that most
astronomical objects are too big and too far
away for direct study.
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4,898 4

Venus 72,7O4 77

Earth t2,756 72

Mars 5,t8t 6

Jupiter t42,98o , t28

Saturn !2o,540 1o8

[Jranus 49,530 44

Neptune 57,12O 46

Pluto 2,300 2

Sun a,392,ooo 7,250

Moon 3,476 3
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L Figure 3-L Adual and model sizes ofthe planets, Moon, and Sun.

Distribute Activity Sheet 3. Allow students
t ime to look over the chart on the activi ty
sheet.
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Addi t ionat  In format ion i
. . . . ' . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . ' ' ' . ' . . . .

When alt  ro models have been labeled with
their names, ask, Which maior part of the
solar system is still missing? How does this
last component compare to the planets and
Moon in size?

Have snae students Si#&*r*rro*
large they think the 5un might be relat ive to
their model planets. L6y o,d\ ty\e-

!

$bc'l5 +4 5r-re-*6 "-re"..: 
b*3

s.r.o !-\nd *.he, si.\-{\ 15 \.tr!

Lorn$et.'\gn tso rrne- C\"^v

O\*+ p \ crrrq-tt3,.

Students should realize that the Sun is not
yet a part of the model. Allow them to make
predictions concerning the relative size of
the Sun. 6tu,,e- \rvre- .-><ge d ,3,^n or-\ +v\
F Br?{i{r,
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N ame Date Activity Sheet 3

How Big Are the Planets?
1. Use the chart below to identifu each part of your class solar system mode[.
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Part of the solar system Actual diameter in km
(r,ooo,ooo mm) llodel diameter in mm

Me rcu rv 4,898 4
Venus 72,7O4 7r
Earth 72,756

Mars 6,t8t b

.Jupiter r42,98o tz8
Saturn 72O,540 1o8 -
Uranus 49,53a 44
N eptu ne 57,72O 46
Pluto 2,joo )

Sun t,392,oOO 1,25O
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